design culture now is the first survey of contemporary american design to span the disciplines of architecture, graphic design, and product design. it presents cutting-edge work in architecture, landscape architecture, urban design, theatrical design, fashion, typography, film graphics, products, and new media. written and assembled by three leading critics and curators, donald albrecht, ellen lupton, and steven skov holt, the book explores the design artifacts and practices that will define the twenty-first century.

design culture now features work by individuals and small studios as well as by large firms and corporations. focusing on emerging designers, it also highlights established figures influencing future generations. over eighty individuals and firms are represented, including graphic designers bruce mau and stefan sagmeister; nike’s tinker hatfield; style guru martha stewart; architects neil m. denari and greg lynn; film set designer dante ferreti; and fashion designer kate spade and geoffrey beene.

design culture now accompanies the national design triennial: design culture now, the first in a series of exhibitions exploring the impulses, issues, and ideas driving design today, organized by cooper-hewitt, national design museum, smithsonian institution. the only exhibition of its kind in the united states, the triennial will present a critical overview of leading developments in american architecture and design every three years.
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Design Culture Now features work by individuals and small studios as well as by large firms and corporations, focusing on emerging designers, including Michael Bierut and事务所, Michael Young and Associates, and Seth Siegelaub: New Media. The book also includes a critical overview of leading developments in American architecture and landscapes, offering a range of essays that span the disciplines of architecture, urban design, fashion, typography, and product design. It also explores the emerging role of digital design and examines the relationship between digital design and traditional design practices.

Design Culture Now accompanies the National Design Triennial: Design Culture Now, the first in a series of exhibitions exploring the impulses, issues, and ideas driving design today. The Triennial will present a critical overview of leading developments in American architecture and landscapes every three years, representing a critical overview of the substantial changes in the world of design over the past thirty years.
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